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Abstract

The promise of generative AI to increase human productivity relies on developing skills
to become proficient at it. There is reason to suspect that women and men use AI tools
differently, which could result in productivity and payoff gaps in a labor market increas-
ingly demanding knowledge in AI. Thus, it is important to understand if there are gender
differences in AI-usage among current students. We conduct a survey at the Norwegian
School of Economics collecting use and attitudes towards ChatGPT, a measure of AI pro-
ficiency, and responses to policies allowing or forbidding ChatGPT use. Three key find-
ings emerge: first, female students report a significantly lower use of ChatGPT compared
to their male counterparts. Second, male students are more skilled at writing successful
prompts, even after accounting for higher ChatGPT usage. Third, imposing university
bans on ChatGPT use widens the gender gap in intended use substantially. We provide
insights into potential factors influencing the AI adoption gender gap and highlight the
role of appropriate encouragement and policies in allowing female students to benefit
from AI usage, thereby mitigating potential impacts on later labor market outcomes.
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1 Introduction

Within a year of its release, ChatGPT has already left a mark. Companies have expressed

interest in candidates with knowledge of how to use the tool (CNBC, 2023), and new well-

paid jobs as “prompt engineer” are quickly emerging (WSJ, 2023). Recent studies indicate

that the use of artificial intelligence (AI) tools such as ChatGPT provides substantial pro-

ductivity gains across domains. For instance, allowing access to AI tools improved output

quality in professional writing tasks among online workers by 18% (Noy and Zhang, 2023),

increased solutions to issues in real-life customer support tasks per hour by 14% (Brynjolfs-

son et al., 2023), and reduced the time developers used in coding tasks by 56% (Peng et al.,

2023). Although exact economic impacts are hard to predict and depend on policies adopted

(Brynjolfsson and Unger, 2023), AI proficiency is likely to shape labor market paths and suc-

cess in the near future. Therefore, it is crucial to assess the adoption and use of these new

technologies by students facing this fast-paced labor market, particularly amidst the current

heated debate on whether to allow or ban the use of ChatGPT.

This paper focuses on a potential disparity in adoption and proficiency in ChatGPT use

based on gender, a side overlooked so far in the debate. Gender likely plays a role in AI

adoption based on previously documented gender disparities in internet usage (the so-called

“gender digital divide”) (Bimber, 2000; OECD, 2018), in technology-related career choices

(Buser et al., 2014, 2017; Cimpian et al., 2020), and in confidence regarding skills in male-

dominated tasks and the prevalence of stereotypes (Bordalo et al., 2016). Using a survey

experiment on university students in Norway, we find substantial gender differences in both

adoption and proficiency of ChatGPT usage. We also identify potential explanatory factors

influencing this gender gap.

The rapid growth and unprecedented capabilities of ChatGPT and other generative AI

technologies have raised concerns among educational institutions, prompting calls for reg-

ulatory measures regarding its use. Varying policies have been proposed ranging from out-

right bans to embracing and incorporating AI tools in the learning process. Those arguing

that it should be banned cite fears about students submitting inauthentic and potentially
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plagiarized work, substituting the development of critical and problem-solving skills as stu-

dents get easy and quick answers, and information privacy concerns. Supporters of embrac-

ing ChatGPT think that the technology is here to stay and should be incorporated in the

classroom to guide students in making a productive use of it.¹ We believe gender should be

a crucial aspect in the debate on whether to ban or allow AI use by students, as differential

responses may unintentionally create gender-biased policies.² With this aim, our survey also

provides evidence of large differences in how female and male students would respond to

university bans of the tool, and shows that imposing university bans on the use of ChatGPT

widens the gender gap in intended use substantially.

We conducted a preregistered anonymous survey experiment with 514 students at the

Norwegian School of Economics (NHH) in November 2023.³ Participants in the study were

recruited in class from the first and third-year bachelor’s program cohorts, as well as from

the master’s program. We collected student self-reports on current ChatGPT usage and mea-

sured prompting skills. We preregistered hypotheses that perceptions about the technology,

preferences regarding its use, and their experience and exposure could constitute potential

factors influencing adoption and skills, and collected measures accordingly for each factor.⁴

Crucial for understanding potential differential responses to policies allowing or forbidding

ChatGPT, we included a vignette experiment describing a course that students would hypo-

thetically be enrolled in. Keeping all other information constant, the description randomly

displayed whether the professor explicitly allowed or forbade the use of ChatGPT in the

course, and students were asked to report their intended use of ChatGPT throughout the

course.

¹See Lo (2023) for a review of the advantages and disadvantages of ChatGPT use in education.
²Since there is no evidence yet on whether ChatGPT helps or hurts students, we are agnostic on who will be
harmed by these policies. For example, ChatGPT use could hinder critical and problem-solving skills or help
develop them further. In this case, even though the demand for AI skills will most likely increase in the near
future, acquiring these skills at the expense of critical and problem-solving skills will probably not help students
in the labor market. On the other hand, if acquiring AI skills does not hinder other labor-market relevant skills,
differential adoption will likely make slow adopters fall behind by missing learning and career opportunities
in a rapidly-developing labor market.
³NHH is the most selective higher education institution in Norway, so our effects should be interpreted as a lower
bound. We consider anonymity to be important in this context because we want to obtain truthful responses
and not responses reflecting what they think should be correct if they knew we were matching survey answers
to their academic record.
⁴Besides reporting raw gender gaps, we add these factors as well as other baseline variables to examine the extent
to which they explain the gaps.
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We report threemain findings. First, female students aremuch less likely to currently use

ChatGPT than male students. A larger fraction of women than men report having heard of

ChatGPT but do not use it (11.2% vs. 2.5%), and to having used it only a few times (31.9% vs.

23%). Further, the proportion of women who report using it all the time is almost half that

of men (25.4% vs. 44.3%). Overall, the raw gap in high ChatGPT use (occasionally or all the

time) is 17.2 percentage points (pp) or 30% over a base of 57% among women. This estimate

does not reflect gender differences in course selection since the curriculum is mostly fixed

within cohorts at NHH. Moreover, including year in college and admission grade as well

as measures of risk and time preferences reduces the gender gap to 9.8 pp. That is, these

baseline characteristics explain about 43% of the raw gap. Adding the full set of potential

factors influencing adoption, capturing perceptions, preferences, and experience/exposure

related to ChatGPT further reduces the gap to 1.2 pp, which is not statistically different from

zero.

Second, men are more skilled at ChatGPT prompting than women even after controlling

for baseline use. We measure proficiency by asking students to write a prompt that we then

feed into ChatGPT to assess whether it gets the correct answer.⁵ While there is no significant

gender gap in time spent writing the prompt (132 seconds on average), we find gender gaps

of about 0.3 standard deviations (SDs) in the variables measuring the number of characters

written (179 on average for men), and success rate of the prompt (getting the correct answer

36% of the time on average for men).⁶ The gender gap in success rates disappears when

adding the full set of controls, including the potential factors influencing use. Specifically,

gender differences in perceptions, such as the confidence that the promptwill give the correct

answer, have the most explanatory power, showing the strength of the relationship between

confidence and ability.

Third, the gender gap in intended use widens if ChatGPT is banned. About 80% of both

female and male students randomized into the professor “allows” ChatGPT treatment state

that they would use it in the course. However, women in the professor “forbids” ChatGPT

⁵Large Language Models (LLMs) provide different answers each time a prompt is submitted, which in some cases
might be correct or not. Therefore, we run each prompt over 100 times and collect how many times the prompt
gives the correct answer.
⁶The fractions of women and men with at least a 50% success rate are 25% and 37%, respectively.
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treatment are 38 pp less likely to use it than women in the “allows” treatment. A gender

gap equal to 20 pp opens up since men’s intended use is much less likely to be affected

by the bans. The gender gap in intended use and the within-gender reaction to the policy

is virtually unaffected by adding the full range of control variables and potential factors

influencing adoption mentioned above. Hence, we conclude that other aspects that might

vary by gender, such as rule-following behavior, obeying the authority or having trust in

the professor’s recommendation since they know what is best for students, must be behind

the differences in intended use after the policy. Most importantly, this shows that banning

ChatGPT in the classroom might have large unintended consequences by putting female

students behind their male peers in AI adoption.

Finally, we discuss additional descriptive findings in light of the existing literature on

gender differences in choices. Using self-reported admission grades,⁷ we look into differ-

ences in use and reactions to the hypothetical “allow/forbid” policy by admission grade

quintile. While men across all grade quintiles have similar usage rates (gravitating around

80%), women in the top quintiles aremuch less likely to be currently using ChatGPT (around

40%) relative to women in the bottom two quintiles (over 80%) and thanmen in any quintile.

The responses to the policy are quite similar across admission grade quintiles for men, while

only similar across quintiles for women in the “allow” treatment. In the “forbid” treatment,

women’s intended adoption rates are much smaller in the top quintiles.⁸

We note the resemblance between our findings by admission grade quintile and previ-

ously documented patterns of topwomen, in particular, exhibiting behaviorsmost dissimilar

from men. For example, men are less sensitive to the grade they obtain in a principles class

when deciding whether to major in the same field as that class. Women are much more sen-

sitive, with only the women earning the highest grades in the principles class declaring a

major in the same field (Rask and Tiefenthaler, 2008; Ost, 2010; Goldin, 2015; Avilova and

Goldin, 2018; Kugler et al., 2021; Ugalde, 2022). Niederle and Vesterlund (2007) find that

⁷Admission grades are based on high school GPA and retakes of courses for students who do not get in on their
first attempt. 273 of 514 students provided valid admission grade responses, which prevents us from doing a
full heterogeneity analysis. There are no gender differences in the likelihood of reporting the admission grade
nor in the reported grade.
⁸We also see that women who do not use ChatGPT at baseline have much larger reactions to the “forbid” policy
than women who already use it occasionally or all the time and than men in all usage categories.
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women in the top performance quartile are willing to compete to a similar extent as men in

lower quartiles, and Coffman (2014) finds that expert women are less likely to speak up. We

document similar patterns in a completely new domain: using ChatGPT and responses to

policies on ChatGPT use, a skill that is becoming increasingly relevant for labor market suc-

cess. Crucially, we contribute to the previous literature by showing that top women may be

willing to adopt behaviors in which there are ex-ante gender differences through a change in

policies or recommendations that alter how the behavior is portrayed. If women are dispro-

portionately affected by negative portrayals of what it means to choose a major when one’s

grade was not among the best or what it means to enter a competition when one’s chances of

winning are not the highest, they may simply opt out.

Our findings suggest that more positive portrayals (it is okay/allowed to apply/compete

even if you fail) by an authority figure (e.g., a professor) may go a long way in closing gender

gaps in choices. Moreover, we believe that gender differences in rule-following or trusting

advice from authority opens up a new agenda of research in the topic of gender and behavior.

An additional implication of our results is that recent findings on how using AI recruit-

ment tools increases gender diversity in the workplace (Avery et al., 2023) may be attenuated

by women not having the requirements to apply for the increasing number of jobs that re-

quire AI skills. If women develop AI skills to a lesser extent than men while in college, as we

document, the prospect of increasing gender diversity with debiased recruitment (Pisanelli,

2022; Awad et al., 2023) may be harder to attain.

2 Setting and Research Design

2.1 Participants and recruitment

Participants in our survey are recruited from the first and third year of the bachelor’s and

master’s programs at NHH. The school offers a five-year program consisting of three years

of a bachelor’s program in economics and business administration followed by two years of

a master’s program in either economics and business administration or international man-

agement. Education is free and students who are admitted into the bachelor’s program au-
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tomatically get a slot for the master’s programs and typically continue with the master’s, but

can leave after completing the three years of the bachelor’s program only.⁹

The bachelor’s program at NHH is the most popular program in Norway listed as the

first choice of most applicants to higher education. In 2023, it was listed as a first choice by

2,170 applicants who competed for 500 slots.¹⁰ 50% of admitted students come straight from

high school (first-time admission) and the other 50% usually retake some subjects or do some

activities after graduating from high school that grants them higher admission points to be

more competitive in the admission process. The 2023 admission cutoffs for the first-time

admission and regular admission were 55.6 and 59.5, respectively. For reference, grades in

Norway go from 1 to 6, and GPAs are calculated from high school grades and the score in five

to six exams taken throughout high school (Landaud et al., 2023). The cutoffs, calculated by

multiplying the GPA by 10, illustrate that successful applicants in both admission categories

typically achieve scores close to a perfect 6 in every school and exam subject.

In the bachelor’s program students take 4 subjects every semester, for a total of 24 of

which only 6 are elective.¹¹ Subjects in the master’s programs involve 6 subjects and a mas-

ter’s thesis, where at least 3 of the 6 subjects must be selected from a list of mandatory sub-

jects. We believe that the small role of elective courses, particularly in the bachelor’s pro-

gram, make a strong case that our results are not simply driven by gender differences in the

choice of subjects that are more or less amenable to the use of ChatGPT.

Students participating in the survey were recruited during lecture hours of two of the

mandatory courses of the bachelor’s program: a first-year and a third-year course, as well as

one of the core courses in the master’s program. The survey experiment was preregistered

in the AEA RCT Registry (AEARCTR-0012452) and the data was collected subsequently in

November 2023. The survey was anonymous and implemented in the classroom using a QR

code. Students lasted on average 7 and a half minutes responding the survey.¹²

⁹The bachelor’s program is taught in Norwegian, while the master’s programs are taught in English.
¹⁰Almost 5,000 applicants listed the NHH program in any rank of their list. There were 62,757 higher education
slots in Norway in 2023 (Direktoratet for høyere utdanning og kompetanse, 2023).

¹¹There are no electives in the Autumn semester of the first year (where half of our sample is recruited from), and
one elective thereafter except in the last semester of the program in which students can choose two electives.

¹²On average, women spend 7.7 minutes and men 7.3 minutes. The difference is not statistically significant.
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2.2 Anonymity and Participant Incentives

In considering the best format to administer the survey, we weighed the prospect of linking

student responses to their future academic performance with the potential for misrepresen-

tation of ChatGPT use and experimenter-demand effects if students knew that the survey

was not anonymous. Since this is the first study documenting patterns in student use of

ChatGPT, we opted for anonymity as we put the highest value on truthful responses.

Related to anonymity, incentivizing the prompting exercise and second-order beliefs ques-

tions would have required collecting some personal information to provide incentives. We

also opted for conducting the survey in the classroom to avoid students getting external help

(from someone else or from ChatGPT) to get the prompt correct.

Validation exercises have found strong similarities in the use of hypothetical and unin-

centivized measures relative to incentivized elicitations and real-world behavior across dif-

ferent domains (Hainmueller et al., 2015; Brañas-Garza et al., 2021, 2023; Enke et al., 2022;

Falk et al., 2023). At the same time, there has been an increase in the use of unincentivized

measures in economics research (Ameriks et al., 2020; Bernheim et al., 2022; Stango and Zin-

man, 2023; Almås et al., 2023; Andre et al., 2022). Given the restrictions in our scenario and

the concerns over potential effects of incentives on reporting actual capabilities, we opted

for the use of unincentivized questions.

2.3 Survey design

The survey consists of four sections: background characteristics, a hypothetical vignette ex-

periment, a prompting skills task, and a questionnaire on the use and attitudes about Chat-

GPT, presented to the respondent in that order. The questionnaire is in Appendix C.

Background characteristics. First, participants were asked questions on demographic

and academic background, including gender, whether the student is from Norway, risk and

time preferences measured through survey questions following Falk et al. (2018). Students

were given the possibility of reporting or not their admission grade, with 273 students re-

porting valid responses out of the 514 respondents (53% of the sample).

Use and attitudes about ChatGPT. Participants indicated self-reported use of ChatGPT.
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Our baseline use outcome is obtained from the question “How familiar are you with Chat-

GPT?”, with choices corresponding to low use if the participant indicated: “not heard about

it”, “heard about it but not using it myself”, or “used it a few times”, which indicates none

or limited use; and high use if the participant indicated “use it occasionally”, or “use it reg-

ularly”, which indicates continuous use. Participants also selected the types of tasks they

“typically ask ChatGPT to help with”.

Prompting skills measure. To measure a participant’s skill in the use of ChatGPT, we

presented participants with an image of the “Ebbinghaus illusion”,¹³ and asked them towrite

in a text box the query/prompt theywould provide to ChatGPT to arrive at the correct official

name of the visual phenomenon represented by the image. We use three outcome measures

based on the prompting exercise: time spent writing the prompt, the number of characters

written, and the success rate of the prompt, given by the proportion of ChatGPT answers

that mention the official name out of over 100 queries made, for each prompt.

Potential factors influencingusage. We elicited attitudes of respondents regardingChat-

GPT, which we preregistered and classified into three categories of primary factors affecting

ChatGPT usage: (i) preferences, (ii) perceptions, and (iii) exposure/experience. In terms of

preferences, we aim to measure potential utilitarian costs or benefits associated with Chat-

GPT usage and examine the role of persistence in the use of technology. Concerning percep-

tions, we focus on four key areas: perceived usefulness of ChatGPT, whether ChatGPT usage

is considered cheating, trust in the accuracy of information provided by ChatGPT, and con-

fidence in one’s abilities to use the technology. Lastly, we explore the exposure/experience

factor, analyzing how prior exposure to ChatGPT might influence its adoption.

Hypothetical vignette experiment. Participants were presented with a hypothetical sce-

nario, describing a course the participants are hypothetically enrolled in. The course de-

scription indicates how it is evaluated and we experimentally vary a statement of whether

the professor explicitly allows or forbids the use of ChatGPT in the course as follows:

¹³The Ebbinghaus-Titchener illusion (Titchener, 1901) is represented by two circles of the same size that are
surrounded by a different context each: the first circle is surrounded by small circles and the second circle is
surrounded by big circles. When most observers view these figures, the context affects perceptions of size. The
image used is presented in Appendix C.
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“Imagine you are enrolled in a course on Environmental Policy and Economic Impact. This

course explores the intersection of environmental regulations, economic incentives, and their

effects on industry practices and sustainability. The professor explicitly allows/forbids the use

of ChatGPT during coursework. It is an 8-week course with final evaluation given by a final

in-person written exam.”

Subsequently, the respondent was asked: “Given this scenario, how likely are you to use

ChatGPT throughout the course?”, where the choice consists of indicating intended use in a

5-point scale from “Very unlikely” to “Very likely”.

Participants stratified by gender were randomly allocated into one of two treatment con-

ditions: (i) when the professor explicitly allows the use of ChatGPT, and (ii) when the pro-

fessor explicitly forbids the use of ChatGPT. This allows us to causally study the effects of

the allow/forbid policy on intended use. A second layer of randomization was the type of

evaluation of the course, where the evaluation could be either an in-person exam or a home

exam.¹⁴

2.4 Sample characteristics

Almost 55% of our sample is male, which is close to the historical male student representa-

tion at NHH of about 60% (Hirshman and Willén, 2022). 54% and 40% of the sample are

in the first and third year of the bachelor’s program, respectively. Men are statistically more

willing to take risks and give up something beneficial today in order to benefit more from

that in the future (Falk et al., 2018) than women in the sample. While only 53% of the sam-

ple provided a valid answer for their admission grade, there are no gender differences in the

likelihood of reporting the grade or in the grade itself. On average, the admission grade is

5.6 (median equal to 5.7) for both men and women, and the distributions look quite similar.

¹⁴Respondents that were presented with the home exam scenario were asked a second question: “Given this
scenario, how likely are you to use ChatGPT during the final exam?” This way, respondents would differentiate the
use of ChatGPT throughout the course and during the exam in order to make the measures comparable across
different evaluation scenarios. We are not using this layer of randomization in this draft.
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2.5 Empirical Strategy

We use two main econometric specifications. For the outcomes related to baseline use and

prompt success rate described in Section 2.3, we focus on estimating the gender gap using

an indicator for whether the participant is a male student:

𝑦𝑖 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1Male𝑖 + 𝑋𝑖𝛾 + 𝜀𝑖 (1)

We measure the gender gap through the coefficient 𝛼1. In our main results table, we

present the raw gap along with a series of controls 𝑋𝑖 including baseline use (for the success

rate outcome only), background characteristics, and preferences, perceptions, and experi-

ence as described above.

Our second econometric specification involves estimating the gender gap for the policy

reaction to allowing/forbidding ChatGPT in the hypothetical course presented in the vi-

gnette experiment:

𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1Male𝑖 + 𝛽2ChatGPT forbidden𝑖 + 𝛽3Male𝑖 × ChatGPT forbidden𝑖 + 𝑋𝑖𝛾 + 𝜖𝑖 (2)

The outcome 𝑦𝑖 is equal to 1 for students who state that they are likely or very likely to

use ChatGPT during the course. The coefficient 𝛽1 provides the gender gap when ChatGPT is

allowed, 𝛽2 represents the policy response (from allowed to forbidden) amongwomen, and 𝛽3

measures the differential change in the policy response for men relative to women. Similarly

as in specification 1, we add different types of controls that help us understand the influence

of the preregistered factors on our results.

3 Results

3.1 Female Students Are Less Likely to Use ChatGPT Than Male Students

We begin by analyzing the responses to the survey question “How familiar are you with Chat-

GPT?,” which contains 5 answer options: not heard, heard but not use, used few times, use
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occasionally, and use all the time. Figure 1 shows the proportion of responses in each cate-

gory split by gender, with the height of the bars adding up to 100% within gender. Women

are much more likely to be represented in low use categories. 11.2% of women while 2.5%

of men state that they have heard about ChatGPT but do not use it. 31.9% of women and

23% of men have used it a few times. Only 1 out of 514 students answered not to have heard

about it. In contrast, men are overrepresented in the use all the time category with 44.3%

of men relative to 25.4% of women. The proportions in the use occasionally category are

similar with 31.5% of women and 29.8% of men.

We statistically estimate the gender gap in use through specification 1, where the outcome

is a binary measure indicating a high use if the participant responds use occasionally or use

all the time. Overall, the raw gender gap in high use at baseline is estimated at 17.2 pp or

30% over a base of 56.9% of women using ChatGPT occasionally or all the time (see Column

1 in Panel A of Table 1).

To understand the overall gender gap in use, it may be insightful to plot this variable

by a measure of relative academic skill.¹⁵ For example, given a level of skill, students may

use ChatGPT less or more depending on how they think it complements or substitutes their

own skills. Figures 4a and 4b show, for women and men separately, the fraction of students

reporting a high use by quintile of the admission score distribution.¹⁶ The fraction of men

with high ChatGPT use (Figure 4b) is between 73% in the highest quintile up to 84% in

the middle quintile, so it is quite homogeneous across quintiles. In contrast, the fraction

of women with high ChatGPT is strongly and negatively correlated with admission grade

quintile. In the bottom two quintiles, the fraction of women with high baseline use is similar

to the fraction of all men, while for the three top quintiles, the fraction of women with high

baseline use is below 45% (Figure 4a). A regression estimating the correlation between the

raw admission grade and the high baseline use indicator yields a negative and significant

coefficient for both men and women, but it is almost four times larger for women (-0.378)

than for men (-0.097).

¹⁵Admission grades tend to be correlated with college GPA, which in turn increases hiring interest by employers
(Kessler et al., 2019).

¹⁶Quintiles are calculated pooling men’s and women’s admission grades.
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Our results are in line with previous findings suggesting a correlation between women’s

choices according to their position in the skill distribution in choices based on laboratory

tasks (Niederle and Vesterlund, 2007; Coffman, 2014) and on the grade in a principle’s class

determining what college major students enroll in (Rask and Tiefenthaler, 2008; Ost, 2010;

Avilova and Goldin, 2018; Kugler et al., 2021; Ugalde, 2022). In our setting, we find that top

women engage less in ChatGPT use, a behavior that may be perceived as showing that they

are not as qualified as they are.¹⁷ If female students interpret ChatGPT as such, they may

care more about how they will be perceived by employers down the line given the evidence

that student beliefs about hiring decisions affect important decisions such as which college

major to pursue (Ugalde, 2022). Women may opt for not using ChatGPT to avoid giving

the wrong signal to fellow students, professors, or employers. However, we show in Section

3.4 that institutional policies on ChatGPT use can affect intended use and that women are

as likely to intend using it as men under certain scenarios, which suggests that needing to

prove themselves in college and to employers must not be playing a first-order role in the

gender gap in use.

3.2 Male Students Are More Skilled at Prompting than Female Students

As mentioned before, proficiency in AI tools like ChatGPT is becoming an increasingly im-

portant skill for labor market success. We documented in the previous result that female

students, in particular top women, are using ChatGPT to a lesser extent than male students.

Lower use can directly impact proficiency since acquiring it probably results from continued

use with a tool. We show that male students are more skilled at writing successful ChatGPT

prompts than female students even after accounting for baseline use.

Figure 2 shows standardized versions of three outcomesmeasuring prompt quality: Time

spent, success rate out of 108 runs of the same prompt onChatGPT, and number of characters

written. These variables are standardized relative to themean and standard deviation ofmen

in the sample. The stars next to each gap visualization correspond to the statistical difference

in the raw gap.

¹⁷For example, Williams (2014) find that a majority of female scientists report in a survey that they feel the need
to provide more evidence of their competence than others to prove themselves to their colleagues.
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On average, men spend 132 seconds writing their prompt, and women spend less time,

but not statistically significantly so. The average success rate recording the fraction of times

that the prompt obtains the desired answer (Ebbinghaus illusion) is 36% for male students

and lower by 11 pp or 0.26 SD for women (see also Table 1, Column 1 in Panel B). Lastly,

female students write about 0.3 SD fewer characters in their prompt relative to a mean of

179 characters among male students. The success rate and number of characters seem to be

strongly and positively correlated, as shown in Figure A1.

Table 1, Panel B, Column 1 quantifies the raw gap in prompt success rates. On average,

women have a success rate of 24.9%, meaning their prompt gives the correct answer about 27

times out of 108 ChatGPT runs. The gender difference is estimated at 11.1 pp, which means

that men get the correct answer about a third of the time on average.

As expected, in Figures 5a and 5b, students at the top of the admission grade distribution

have higher success rates with their prompts regardless of gender. In the top quintile of the

distribution, students have success rates of about 41-42%, which is in stark contrast to the

overall average of 31%. Aswith the high baseline use outcome, men havemore homogeneous

success rates across quintiles thanwomen. Even thoughwomen in quintile 1 have the highest

ChatGPT baseline use, their success rate (17%) is the lowest among all and almost half of the

success rate for men in the same quintile (30%), who have similar levels of baseline use.

3.3 Potential factors influencing adoption and skills

As discussed in section 2.3, we preregistered andmeasured threemain categories of potential

factors influencing adoption and use of ChatGPT: (i) preferences, (ii) perceptions, and (iii)

experience or exposure. The results are summarized in Figure 7.

3.3.1 Gender Differences in Preferences

As preferences, we consider three factors. For the first two, we ask students to indicate their

agreement or disagreement with the following two statements: “I think ChatGPT is enjoyable

to use”, and “I think ChatGPT is difficult to use”, representing a utilitarian benefit and cost

from using ChatGPT, respectively. The choices range on a 5-point scale from strongly agree
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to strongly disagree. Figure 7b shows the percentage of students that indicated disagreement

with the claim that ChatGPT is difficult to use, and agreement with the claim that using

ChatGPT is enjoyable. While 63% of women find ChatGPT not difficult to use, and 68% find

it enjoyable to use; in both cases, the percentage of men is higher than women, by 7 pp for

disagreement that it is difficult to use, and by 12 pp for agreement that it is enjoyable to use,

the latter being significant at the 1% level. This suggests that men have stronger preferences

for the use of ChatGPT, as they find it more enjoyable (higher utilitarian benefit), and less

difficult (lower utilitarian cost) to use than women.

We also measured what we refer to as “persistence”, where the participants were asked

“If ChatGPT does not provide the desired answer on your first attempt, how many additional

attempts do you typically make?” with four options ranging from “One more try” to “I keep

until satisfied”.¹⁸ We find that 58% of female students indicate that they attempt two more

tries or more, compared to 73% of male students, a difference significant at a 1% level. This

indicates that men are more persistent in attempting to obtain desired results than women,

which can lead to gender differences in the use of ChatGPT, as men would be more eager

to maintain longer “conversations” with ChatGPT for a specific query. Moreover, the gap

in persistence could generate differences in skill, as men can learn more from the increased

prompting experience.

We now aim to understand the relationship between the gender differences in responses

to survey questions related to preferences in the use of ChatGPT, and the self-reported adop-

tion and skills of the technology. In our regression analysis, incorporating preferences factors

helps explain a significant part of the gender gap in ChatGPT use, with the gender gap co-

efficient, previously at 17.2 pp, now being 5.1 pp and not statistically significant (see Table

1, Panel A, Column 3). However, the same exercise on the success rate of the prompt (Panel

B of Table 1) keeps the gap at around 10 pp, a similar level to the initial gap. This suggests

that our measures of preferences seem to capture part of the gender gap in use, but not in

their ChatGPT skills.

¹⁸We also allow participants to indicate that they do not use it, and these participants are excluded from the
analysis of these covariates.
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3.3.2 Gender Differences in Perceptions

We also consider belief-based motives that can affect behavior in our setting, which we cate-

gorize as perceptions. We consider four relevant sets of perception over the use of ChatGPT:

(i) perceptions over its use as cheating, (ii) perceptions of its usefulness, (iii) trust in its ac-

curacy in providing information, and (iv) confidence in one’s own skills using it. The per-

ceptions are illustrated in Figure 7a, which shows the percentage of participants who align

with a series of statements, representing the different sets of perceptions.

First, students might not adopt the technology if they perceive its use is unethical/cheat-

ing. To measure this, participants were asked to indicate agreement or disagreement with

the following two statements: “Using ChatGPT as an aid to solve assignments in a course is

equivalent to cheating”, and “Using ChatGPT as a learning aid in a course is equivalent to cheat-

ing”, with options ranging on a 5-point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Figure

7a shows the percentage indicating either strongly disagree or somewhat disagree with the

statement. While the majority of participants disagree with considering the use of ChatGPT

as equivalent to cheating, there are important gender differences, with around 13 pp more

men disagreeing relative to women, a significant difference at the 1% level. However, it is

important to highlight that when the use of ChatGPT is as a learning aid, 83% of participants

disagree with the use being equivalent to cheating, relative to a 58% disagreeing when the

use is as an aid to solve assignments. Moreover, a related statement to those on cheating in

our survey is “It is easy for professors to identify if a student has used ChatGPT”, which mea-

sures the perceived risk of getting caught using ChatGPT. Figure 7a shows that while 43%

of women disagree with the statement, the proportion of men that disagree is weakly higher

(51%).

A highlighted factor in previous work on the “gender digital divide” in driving gender

differences in the use of the internet corresponded to the perceptions of the usefulness of

the technology in different tasks (OECD, 2018). We capture perceptions of usefulness of

ChatGPT by asking students to indicate “What do you believe are the main advantages of using

ChatGPT in coursework?”. Figure 7a shows the percentage of students that indicated each

statement as an advantage of using ChatGPT. While almost no one sees no advantages of
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using ChatGPT, there are strong gender differences in perceptions of usefulness. Only 17%

of women believe it can improve their grades in a course, whereas 32% of men believe it

can, almost double the proportion. There are also strong differences in the perception that

it increases accuracy or work quality, with 29% of women and 42% of men holding this

belief. Additionally, slightly fewer than half of female students (48%) believe that ChatGPT

improves the learning of coursemethods, whereas themajority of men (63%) hold this belief.

The differences mentioned are significant at the 1% significance level. However, in terms of

saving time, there are no strong gender differences in perceptions, with most men (86%) and

women (80%) believing it is a main advantage of ChatGPT. Altogether, these results show

that men perceive ChatGPT as more useful than women, consistent with previous findings

in other technology-related settings.

There could also be potential differences in trust in the accuracy of the information pro-

vided by ChatGPT, affecting the perceived benefits of using the technology. To capture this,

we presented participants with a screen capture of a real prompt and answer submitted to

and by ChatGPT, respectively, where the participant was asked whether they trust that the

information provided by ChatGPT was accurate, using a 4-point scale from “Completely

trust” to “Completely distrust”.¹⁹ Figure 7a shows that there are no differences in trust in

the accuracy of information provided by ChatGPT, where a majority of men and women

(63%) indicated either “Somewhat trust” or “Completely trust”.

Finally, confidence in their skills in using the technology might affect women’s will-

ingness to engage with ChatGPT, as it has been shown in previous research using male-

dominated settings (Coffman et al., 2023). To measure confidence, we take advantage of the

prompting task the students performed, and asked them, “How confident do you feel that the

query you just provided will make ChatGPT get the information you need?”, with choices within

a 4-point scale ranging from “Not confident at all” to “Extremely confident”. We observe im-

portant differences in confidence by gender. 60% of women and 80% of men indicate some

level of confidence in their prompt. Moreover, as represented in Figure A2a, around 40% of

¹⁹The query asked to ChatGPT in the example provided was the following: “What is the poverty rate in Den-
mark”. The participants were later asked, “Based on this response from ChatGPT, how much do you trust that the
poverty rate reported is accurate?” (see Appendix C).
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men indicate feeling very or extremely confident in their own prompt being correct, relative

to only 17% of women.

Overall, men have more positive perceptions towards ChatGPT than women, and these

seem to play a key role in explaining the gender gap in ChatGPT use and prompting skills.

The gap in both outcomes vanishes once we use the measures of perceptions as controls (see

Table 1, Column 4). In particular, the perceptions of usefulness and confidence seem to be

particularly important in explaining both gaps. This is represented in Table A1, where we

observe how the gap changes after controlling for the different sets of perceptions. Column

1 in Panel A shows that controlling for usefulness reduces by half the gender gap in baseline

use. Column 5 in Panel B shows that the variable that has the most explanatory power for

the gender gap in success rate is how confident they feel that their prompt will provide the

correct answer. Adding the level of confidence by itself reduces the gender gap in success

rates to 4.1 pp, which is no longer statistically significant. Figure A2a shows that there are

indeed large gender differences in the levels of confidence that the prompt providedwill give

the correct answer. Panel (b) further shows that success rates are positively correlated with

confidence levels, and there are no gender differences in success rates within a stated level

of confidence.

Confidence explaining away the gender gap in success rates can have two different in-

terpretations. One is that men are better at prompting and they know it. The other is that

men are more overconfident about their prompting skills, suggesting that their high level of

confidence is at least partially unfounded.²⁰ In the latter interpretation, people with over-

confident beliefs would exert more effort since exaggerated beliefs have a motivational value

(Chen and Schildberg-Hörisch, 2019). We assess levels of under- and overconfidence in our

sample by constructing two indicator variables. Underconfidence is defined as having a suc-

cess rate in the prompt of at least 50%, but stating being only slightly confident or not confi-

dent at all in the prompt. Overconfidence is the opposite, that is, having a success rate below

50% and stating to be very or extremely confident in the prompt. About 16% of both men

²⁰Male overconfidence has long been documented in academically-related domains such as relative performance
in adding tasks (Niederle and Vesterlund, 2007, 2011) and cognitive tests (Buser et al., 2018; Möbius et al.,
2022), as well as in domains related to the job search of recent graduates (Cortés et al., 2022). For other refer-
ences see Croson and Gneezy (2009).
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and women are underconfident, while 9.5% of women but 19.5% of men are overconfident.

Even though the gender difference in overconfidence is large, almost 65% of the men have

an accurate idea of their skill, which suggests that overconfidence is not the full story behind

men havingmore successful prompts. Actual proficiency and being aware of it is a main part

of the story.

3.3.3 Gender Differences in Experience or Exposure

Finally, a gender gap in the use and skills of ChatGPT might be driven by male and female

students having different levels of experience or exposure to the technology, through peers

or previous experience. To measure exposure through peers, we asked participants to “indi-

cate the percentage of people you believe use ChatGPT” for three different groups: their group

of friends, students in their course, and professors at NHH.²¹ Figure 7c shows the average

percentage indicated by the students for each of the groups. Note that there is a significant

difference in the percentage of friends that they believe use ChatGPT, with women stating

that it is around 63%, and men indicating that it is 70% of their friends. However, their be-

liefs about other students in the course and professors at NHH are not different, where both

believe around 72% of other students and only around 40% of professors use ChatGPT.²² In a

related proxy measure of experience, we asked students whether they have “ever received in-

accurate or misleading information from ChatGPT?”, with possible answers being “No, never”,

“Yes, few times” and “Yes, many times”, as well as an option for those who have not used

it. In Figure 7c, the percentage of students who have experienced inaccurate information is

16 pp higher for men than for women, the latter being only 27%. Altogether, this evidence

shows that not only do men have higher exposure to ChatGPT from their surroundings, but

they also have more previous experience.

However, when relating the differences in exposure to the differences in use and skills re-

garding ChatGPT, Table 1 shows that controlling for our exposure measures does not explain

²¹To avoid concerns of men and women having different anchors when estimating this percentage, we provided
the following statement before the question: “A survey conducted among university students in the US in the
Spring of 2023 reports that 30% of students use ChatGPT for their schoolwork.”.

²²The differences in the percentage of friends may be driven by women having more female friends than men,
and not necessarily from inaccurate assessments of the fractions of friends using ChatGPT by either gender.
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a significant part of the gap generated in either of our main outcome variables (Column 5),

where the gender gaps are still significant at the 5% level. This evidence suggests a limited

role of exposure in explaining the gender gap.

3.4 Hypothetical PolicyExperiment: ForbiddingChatGPTWouldWiden theGen-

der Gap in Use

Given the current policy discussion around the world, we included in the survey a policy

experiment to assess student responses to policies allowing or banning the use of ChatGPT.

We rely on a hypothetical vignette experiment in which we randomize, at the student level,

whether the professor in the hypothetical course they are taking allows or forbids ChatGPT

use during the course, as described in Section 2.3.²³

Figure 3 plots the raw gender gaps in intended use when ChatGPT is allowed or for-

bidden. Intended use equals one if students state that they are likely or very likely to use

ChatGPT during the course described in their randomly assigned scenario. When ChatGPT

is allowed, over 80% of both men and women intend to use it. However, forbidding Chat-

GPT opens a large and statistically significant gap in intended use. While men respond to

the ban with a decrease of 17.6 pp, from 87% intending to use when allowed to 70% when

forbidden, the response of women is much larger at 37.9 pp, from 81% when allowed to 43%

when forbidden.

The point estimate for the gender gap in intended use following specification 2 is in Table

1, Panel C, Column 1. When ChatGPT is allowed, the gap is 6.4 pp and not statistically sig-

nificant. A gender gap in intended use equal to 20.3 pp opens up as a result of the forbidding

policy (see interaction coefficient).

We note that intended use is higher for both men and women under the hypothetical

scenario when the professor explicitly mentions that ChatGPT is allowed in the course than

the baseline use that we documented in Section 3.1. Our take on this difference is that, to

the best of our knowledge, the professors in the courses we recruited participants from did

²³Randomizing this type of policy in real institutions would not be attainable due to the importance that the
issue of ChatGPT has for educators that will make the policy difficult to randomize, and the required sample
sizes using randomization at the institution level.
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not make any explicit statements on whether or not ChatGPT should be used in the course.²⁴

When not explicitly stated, the default behavior is up to students’ interpretation, and some

of them may interpret no rule as not encouraged.

Aswith our previous results, we add different sets of control variables to identify whether

the hypothesized factors influencing use and skills can also be behind the differential pol-

icy responses. Unlike the gender gaps in high baseline use and prompt success rates, the

responses to policies forbidding ChatGPT are not explained by any of the hypothesized fac-

tors influencing adoption. Columns 2-6 in Table 1, Panel C show that the coefficients remain

similar in magnitude and statistically significant when adding different sets of controls in-

dependently or all controls at once.

Given thewide set of controls thatwe collected, our interpretation of the prevalence of the

gender gap after adding the controls is that inclinations towards rule-following, obedience

to authority, and trust in the professor’s recommendations, play crucial roles in shaping the

divergence in intended use. For instance, if female students are more predisposed to follow

established rules and trust the guidance of authority figures, they may be more cautious or

reserved in adopting new technologies, even if those technologies are intended to enhance

learning experiences.

The crucial implication of these findings is the potential unintended consequences of

banning ChatGPT in the classroom. Such a prohibition, intended to maintain a level playing

field or address concerns by educators, might inadvertently contribute to a gender gap in

AI adoption. By restricting access to this technology, female students could be placed at a

disadvantage compared to their male peers, hindering their exposure to and familiarity with

AI tools, as well as their prospects of success in a rapidly evolving labor market.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

We conducted a student survey at the Norwegian School of Economics to understand the

current use of and proficiency in AI tools such as ChatGPT. We find large gender disparities

²⁴The professors in the master’s course encouraged the use of ChatGPT but the sample coming from that course
is very small.
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in both dimensions, with male students being more likely to have already adopted and being

more proficient at ChatGPT one year after its initial release. Importantly, policies banning

ChatGPT in educational institutions would further widen the gender gap in use.

The implications arising from these findings could have profound significance for the ca-

reer trajectories of female students. The observed gender disparity in ChatGPT usage raises

concerns about potential barriers for women in accessing opportunities in a rapidly evolving

job market that increasingly values AI proficiency. One potential constraint is that women

who do not become proficient in AI tools refrain from applying to jobs that ask specifically

for AI skills since their job decisions have been found to depend on features of the job or the

workplace where women differ from men, i.e., competitiveness (Flory et al., 2015; Samek,

2019). Another constraint is that, even if they apply, women who do not acquire AI skills

may find themselves at a disadvantage in the selection process for a growing number of po-

sitions that demand competence in this technology. In addition, once on the job, AI will

likely drive differences in productivity and efficiency, leaving those that do not know how

to use it properly behind. This could mean that women will miss out on promotions and

career advancement if they lack AI skills. This discrepancy not only affects individual ca-

reer prospects but also contributes to perpetuating gender imbalances in industries where

AI proficiency is becoming a prerequisite, hindering diversity and inclusion efforts.

Our results also have wider implications regarding whether AI will reduce or exaggerate

existing inequalities between high- and low-skill workers. The main idea is that labor de-

mand is prone to decrease in tasks closely substitutable with the new technology, while it is

inclined to rise in tasks that complement it (Brynjolfsson and Mitchell, 2017).²⁵ The results

from early work suggest that AI can reduce inequalities between workers. An experiment

with customer support agents shows that the low-skill agents using an AI tool that provides

conversational guidance are able to increase their number of issues resolved per hour to the

level of the high-skill agents (Brynjolfsson et al., 2023). Similarly, software developers with

less developing experience benefit most from having access to the AI tool GitHub Copilot

²⁵A study on the early look at the potential impact of large language models such as GPTs finds that around 80%
of the US workforce will see that at least 10% of their tasks will be affected by LLMs. In addition, the early
predictions suggest that 15% of the tasks can be completed faster while keeping the quality level (Eloundou
et al., 2023).
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Peng et al. (2023). Our results suggest that, at least in the case of students developing gen-

eral competencies at the undergraduate level, who can all be considered high-skill, those

with higher admission grades have more to gain from AI tools because they are more suc-

cessful at writing prompts. This implies that the potential benefit of AI tools hinges on the

ability to interact with the AI, and that the top women in our sample, who have the lowest

ChatGPT adoption rates, are those who may have more to lose from not becoming profi-

cient at AI tools. In the future, the significance of prompting skills may diminish, as recent

research has found that the newer version ChatGPT-4 can solve complex tasks in multiple

domains with performance close to human level and without the need of special prompting

(Bubeck et al., 2023), but for now it is a key skill.

In considering our results’ implications for student learning and non-AI skill develop-

ment, it is crucial to address potential interference between ChatGPT use and other essential

skills in education and the labor market, such as critical thinking and problem-solving. We

still lack evidence on whether AI adoption affects students’ learning or grades, but if more

traditional skills are easy to assess during exams or recruitment, students relying heavily on

AI tools might find themselves at a disadvantage. Interestingly, the gender gaps we have

identified could, in this context, offer advantages to women over men. As AI tools become

more integral to work and daily life, influencing, for example, career choices (Reeder and

Lee, 2022), the balance between traditional and AI skills in education and the labor market

remains uncertain. Nevertheless, given the most likely scenario in which AI becomes in-

creasingly important, it is in the hands of institutions to foster the development of both skill

sets in a mutually beneficial manner. This is particularly crucial for female students, who,

tending to adhere to rules, should be empowered with the confidence that they can adeptly

develop and apply both types of skills, ensuring success in their chosen educational paths

and careers.
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5 Figures

Figure 1: Baseline use

Notes: The figure shows a bar plot with the percentage of women and men indicating each answer to the
question “How familiar are you with ChatGPT or similar tools?”. Within gender the percentages across
categories add up to 100%.
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Figure 2: Prompt quality

Notes: The figure plots, by gender, the mean standardized values of three variables: time spent in the
prompting task in seconds, success rate, and the number of characters of each prompt. All variables were
standardized using the mean of men for each variable.
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Figure 3: Policy responses

Notes: The figure shows, by gender, the fraction of participants that indicated “Somewhat likely” or “Very
likely” to the question of how likely would they use ChatGPT in the hypothetical course presented in the
vignette experiment. We show the estimates for the two randomly assigned scenarios: professor “forbids” and
“allows” treatment.
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Figure 4: Gender differences in baseline use by admission grade quintiles

(a) Women

(b) Men

Notes: Panels (a) and (b) show the proportion of women and men, respectively, with high baseline use of
ChatGPT across the self-reported admission grade quintiles (273 respondents).
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Figure 5: Gender differences in prompt succcess by admission grade quintiles

(a) Women

(b) Men

Notes: Panels (a) and (b) show the average success rate in the prompting task for women and men, respectively,
across the self-reported admission grade quintiles (273 respondents).
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Figure 6: Gender differences in policy response by admission grade quintiles

(a) Women

(b) Men

Notes: Panels (a) and (b) show the proportion of individuals who indicated likely intended use of ChatGPT in
the vignette experiment for women and men, respectively, across the self-reported admission grade quintiles
(273 respondents). In brighter colors is the intended use in the professor “allows” treatment, whereas in darker
colors is the intended use in the “forbids” treatment.
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Figure 7: Potential factors influencing use and skill: gender differences in attitudes

(a) Perceptions (b) Preferences

(c) Exposure/experience

Notes: Panels (a) and (b) show, by gender, the percentage of participants whose answer aligns with each
statement on the left of the corresponding graph. Panel (a) shows the results for the statements related to
perceptions, while Panel (b) for the statements related to preferences. Panel (c) shows the variables capturing
the exposure/experience channel, where the first three rows indicate, by gender, the mean estimate of the
percentage of individuals that the participant believes use ChatGPT within the three indicated groups. The last
row shows the percentage of participants that indicated to have experienced inaccurate information from
ChatGPT. All gender gaps are raw estimates, without any controls. ∗ 𝑝 < 0.10, ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01.
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6 Tables

Table 1: Main results

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Use ChatGPT occasionally or all the time (baseline use)

Male 0.172∗∗∗ 0.098∗∗ 0.051 0.023 0.079∗∗ 0.012
(0.042) (0.043) (0.037) (0.043) (0.037) (0.040)

Constant 0.569∗∗∗ 1.362∗∗∗ 0.587∗∗∗ 0.127 0.193∗∗ 0.537
(0.033) (0.227) (0.145) (0.210) (0.079) (0.352)

Controls None
Academic,
risk & time Preferences Perceptions

Exposure/
experience All

Observations 514 514 514 514 514 514

Panel B: Prompt success rate

Male 0.111∗∗∗ 0.116∗∗∗ 0.101∗∗∗ 0.021 0.103∗∗∗ 0.026
(0.037) (0.043) (0.038) (0.038) (0.039) (0.044)

Constant 0.249∗∗∗ -0.663 0.462∗∗ 0.061 0.405∗∗∗ -0.772
(0.026) (0.403) (0.200) (0.249) (0.084) (0.558)

Controls None

Baseline use,
academic,
risk & time Preferences Perceptions

Exposure/
experience All

Observations 514 514 514 514 514 514

Panel C: Policy response (likely or very likely to use ChatGPT)

Male 0.064 -0.047 -0.010 -0.037 0.010 -0.056
(0.046) (0.045) (0.044) (0.047) (0.043) (0.052)

ChatGPT forbidden -0.379∗∗∗ -0.384∗∗∗ -0.396∗∗∗ -0.397∗∗∗ -0.355∗∗∗ -0.391∗∗∗

(0.059) (0.053) (0.056) (0.054) (0.054) (0.054)
Male × ChatGPT forbidden 0.203∗∗∗ 0.211∗∗∗ 0.221∗∗∗ 0.228∗∗∗ 0.201∗∗∗ 0.218∗∗∗

(0.076) (0.072) (0.072) (0.070) (0.070) (0.072)
Constant 0.810∗∗∗ 1.160∗∗∗ 0.647∗∗∗ 0.547∗∗ 0.521∗∗∗ 1.040∗∗

(0.037) (0.332) (0.205) (0.257) (0.086) (0.469)

Controls None

Baseline use,
academic,
risk & time Preferences Perceptions

Exposure/
experience All

Observations 514 514 514 514 514 514
Notes: Panels A and B show point estimates on gender differences in baseline use and success rate of the prompts written by students,
respectively. Panel C shows point estimates on intended use from random variation onwhether the professor allows or forbids the use
of ChatGPT in a hypothetical course presented to the students. Each column title indicates what control variables are included in the
regression. Column1presents raw estimates andColumn6 includes all controls added one by one inColumns 2-5. Academic controls
include year in college, admission grade and an indicator for whether the admission grade is missing. Risk and time preferences are
collected using the survey questions from the World Preferences Survey. Preferences include questions on whether students enjoy or
find it difficult to use ChatGPT, as well as a measure of persistence in using ChatGPT. Perceptions include views on whether ChatGPT
is equivalent to cheating, how useful it is, trust and confidence in own ChatGPT skills. Exposure/experience refers to what fraction
of their friends, other students in their class and NHH professors use ChatGPT. ∗ 𝑝 < 0.10, ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01.
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A Appendix Figures

Figure A1: Relationship between success rate and number of characters

Notes: The scatterplot displays the relationship between the number of characters that students write in their
prompt (x-axis) the success rate of the prompt (y-axis), for the full sample. The plot also provides the linear fits
for both men (dashed) and women (solid), where the slope is of 0.13 for both.
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Figure A2: Confidence in own prompt and success rates by level of confidence

(a) Confidence in own prompt

(b) Success rate by level of confidence

Notes: Panel (a) shows a bar plot with the percentage of women and men indicating each answer to the question
“How confident do you feel that the query you just provided will make ChatGPT get the information you
need?”, which they answered after the prompting skills task. Panel (b) shows the average success rate for each
answer option in the confidence question.
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B Appendix Tables

Table A1: Role of different perceptions in explaining the main results

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A: Use ChatGPT occasionally or all the time (baseline use)

Male 0.172∗∗∗ 0.100∗∗ 0.085∗∗ 0.171∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗

(0.042) (0.043) (0.041) (0.042) (0.043)

Constant 0.569∗∗∗ 0.527∗∗∗ 0.379∗∗∗ 0.572∗∗∗ 0.440∗∗∗

(0.033) (0.193) (0.069) (0.098) (0.044)
Controls None Cheating Usefulness Trust Confidence
Observations 514 514 514 514 514

Panel B: Prompt success rate

Male 0.111∗∗∗ 0.081∗∗ 0.099∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 0.041
(0.037) (0.040) (0.037) (0.037) (0.037)

Constant 0.249∗∗∗ 0.415∗ 0.217∗∗∗ 0.133∗ 0.130∗∗∗

(0.026) (0.217) (0.063) (0.069) (0.028)
Controls None Cheating Usefulness Trust Confidence
Observations 514 514 514 514 514

Panel C: Policy response (likely or very likely to use ChatGPT)

Male 0.064 0.007 -0.003 0.063 0.022
(0.046) (0.045) (0.045) (0.047) (0.047)

ChatGPT forbidden -0.379∗∗∗ -0.409∗∗∗ -0.373∗∗∗ -0.378∗∗∗ -0.391∗∗∗

(0.059) (0.055) (0.055) (0.059) (0.058)
Male × ChatGPT forbidden 0.203∗∗∗ 0.225∗∗∗ 0.211∗∗∗ 0.206∗∗∗ 0.216∗∗∗

(0.076) (0.072) (0.072) (0.076) (0.075)
Constant 0.810∗∗∗ 0.781∗∗∗ 0.647∗∗∗ 0.850∗∗∗ 0.765∗∗∗

(0.037) (0.210) (0.072) (0.101) (0.048)
Controls None Cheating Usefulness Trust Confidence
Observations 514 514 514 514 514
Notes: Panels A and B show point estimates on gender differences in baseline use and success rate of the prompts written
by students, respectively. Panel C shows point estimates on intended use from random variation on whether the professor
allows or forbids the use of ChatGPT in a hypothetical course presented to the students. Each column title indicates what
control variables are included in the regression. Column 1 presents raw estimates and Columns 2-5 add a different set of
perceptions variables as indicated at the bottom of the respective column. ∗ 𝑝 < 0.10, ∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.05, ∗∗∗ 𝑝 < 0.01.
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C Survey questionnaire

Figure A3: Page 1. Consent
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Figure A4: Page 2. Background characteristics
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Figure A5: Page 3. “Allows” treatment
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Figure A6: Page 4. “Forbids” treatment
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Figure A7: Page 5. Prompting skills task

Figure A8: Page 6. Confidence question
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Figure A9: Page 7. ChatGPT use
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Figure A10: Page 8. Exposure and typical tasks
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Figure A11: Page 9. Frequency by task
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Figure A12: Page 10. Advantages (Usefulness)
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Figure A13: Page 11.1 Agree/Disagree
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Figure A14: Page 11.2 Agree/Disagree
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Figure A15: Page 11.3 Agree/Disagree
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Figure A16: Page 12. Trust accuracy
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Figure A17: Page 13. Persistence and inaccuracy
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Figure A18: Page 14. Subscription and admission grade
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